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Bonkers About Beetles
The award-winning duo of Dianna Hutts Aston and Sylvia Long team up again, this time creating a gorgeous look at the fascinating world of beetles.
From flea beetles to bombardier beetles, an incredible variety of these beloved bugs are showcased here in all their splendor. Poetic in voice and
elegant in design, this carefully researched and visually striking book is perfect for sparking children's imaginations in both classroom reading
circles and home libraries.
Julius Zebra is in ancient Egypt on his third madcap adventure. Will he and his friends make it out alive, or will they all end up entombed in a
pyramid forever? After being shipwrecked on the shores of Egypt, Julius Zebra can't believe his luck: he's been mistaken for a Horse God and given
the royal treatment. Preened and pampered, Julius and his friends are treated to a lavish party and ferried down the River Nile. But when hapless
antelope Felix accidentally stumbles upon the Tomb of Cleopatra, he steals a gem for his rock collection, unknowingly bringing a pharaoh's curse
down upon the group. With the Egyptians beginning to realize that Julius is not quite what they thought he was, the zebra gladiator and his friends
are soon fighting for their lives in a series of hilarious hijinks.
The seventh entry in illustrator Owen Davey's award-winning "About Animals" series, this one focuses on all different crocs, gators, caimans, and
gharials, depicted in Davey's signature design-oriented, colorful, minimalist style. The seventh entry in illustrator Owen Davey's award-winning
"About Animals" series, this one focuses on all different crocs, gators, caimans, and gharials, depicted in Davey's signature design-oriented,
colorful, minimalist style.
An illustrated tour of the planet exploring ecosystems large and small, from reefs, deserts, and rainforests to a single drop of water—from the New
York Times bestselling author of Women in Science. Making earth science accessible and entertaining through art, maps, and infographics, The
Wondrous Workings of Planet Earth explains how our planet works—and how we can protect it—from its diverse ecosystems and their inhabitants, to
the levels of ecology, the importance of biodiversity, the cycles of nature, and more. Science- and nature-loving readers of all ages will delight in
this utterly charming guide to our amazing home.
A Life-Size Guide to Six Hundred of Nature's Gems
Little Mouse and the Red Wall
The 2022 Almanac of Fun
Julius Zebra: Entangled with the Egyptians!
Curiositree: Natural World
A beautifully illustrated look at the lives and mind-boggling behaviors of insects What Insects Do, and Why takes you on an unforgettable tour of the insect world, presenting these
amazing creatures as you have never seen them before. This stunningly illustrated guide explores how insects live, ranging from elegant displays of courtship to brutal acts of
predation, and provides insights into the marvelous diversity of insects all around us. Along the way, Ross Piper discusses insect evolution, reproduction and life cycles, feeding
strategies, defenses, sociality, parasite-host interactions, human impacts on insects, and more. Features a wealth of breathtaking color photos, illustrations, and graphics Explores the
remarkable lifestyles of exotic insects as well as those in your own backyard Draws on the latest research on how insects live
With her home under threat from a warming ocean, Zobi, a brave rhizobia bacterium, teams up with a family of slow but steady Zoox (zooxanthellae). As the coral bleaches, everyone
begins to starve... Can Zobi and the Zoox work together to save the day? This beautifully illustrated science-adventure story, set on the Great Barrier Reef, was originally published in
2015, but has been extensively re-written and revised to delight and captivate primary school-aged readers. Zobi and the Zoox: A Story of Coral Bleaching is the first in the new Small
Friends Books series – Stories of Partnership and Cooperation in Nature.
Curmudgeonly Bear succumbs to Mouse’s entreaties and discovers the joy of books in a hilarious story that fans will covet for their own library. Features an audio read-along! Bear
does not want to go to the library. He is quite sure he already has all the books he will ever need. Yet the relentlessly cheery Mouse, small and gray and bright-eyed, thinks different.
When Bear reluctantly agrees to go with his friend to the big library, neither rocket ships nor wooden canoes are enough for Bear’s picky tastes. How will Mouse ever find the perfect
book for Bear? Children will giggle themselves silly as Bear’s arguments give way to his inevitable curiosity, leading up to a satisfying story hour and a humorously just-right library
book.
From bestselling author and illustrator Eric Carle, the creator of The Very Hungry Caterpillar, comes another classic tale about one very clumsy click beetle. A perfect gift to share
with the child or grandchild in your life. When a little click beetle falls onto his back, he seeks the help of a wise old click beetle. "Look at me," says the more experienced click beetle,
giving a loud CLICK and flipping onto its feet. But try as he might, the clumsy little click beetle just can't get the hang of it--or can he? In the tradition of The Very Hungry Caterpillar,
Carle creates a winning story of perseverance and pride in achievement complete with an ingenious fiber-optic microchip that truly gives voice to the valiant little beetle as it CLICKs
its way through the colorful pages and somersaults into your heart. Praise for The Very Clumsy Click Beetle: "Sure to be loved and requested again and again, Click Beetle is a wellcrafted story, joyfully illustrated, that speaks to the hearts of young children."--Library Journal "At once stark and sophisticated, Carle's trademark collage art fills the pages of his
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latest Very volume."--Publishers Weekly "Carle's trademark artwork, featuring large, colorful collages set against expansive white space, is--as always--a strong attribute."--Booklist
The Amazing Animal Atlas
Life in our Oceans and Rivers
Obsessive about Octopuses
Zobi and the Zoox
Tough Guys (Have Feelings Too)
A first introduction to the natural world that looks at the myriad ways in which plants and animals have adapted to give themselves the best chance of survival. Natural World explores and explains why
living things look and behave the way they do in a series of visually compelling information charts.
Beetle mania is spreading, thanks to M.G. Leonard's bestselling Beetle Boy trilogy. In the books, Darkus learns all about beetles from an old guide his father had used as a child. Now that book is available
for readers everywhere to discover beetle facts for themselves! Hilariously narrated by eccentric entomologist "Monty G Leonard", this lavishly illustrated guide is the perfect starting point for young beetle
collectors everywhere. From scary to weird to jaw-droppingly gorgeous, the 60+ species featured in this book are certain to inspire a lifelong love of Coleoptera.
What little animal lover wouldn't want to set all the animals in the zoo free and fly through the sky with them? Lift-the-flap and open the door to join Lola and the animals, with an accordion fold that turns
the pages into a stand-up story-telling scroll! The little girl in this whimsical wordless adventure story begins the day with a trip to the zoo, accompanied by her mother. Lola has fun imitating the monkeys,
the giraffes, and all the animals -- until it starts to rain, and they run back home. That night, as she drifts off to sleep, Lola is joined by all the animals in the zoo. Little readers can lift a little flap that looks
like a door to enter into a dreamscape and fly through the night sky as the pages fold out to become a stand-up scene of Lola's dream. This truly one-of-a-kind novelty picture book -- with two stories in one
book -- will astound and delight adventurous book-lovers of all ages.
Open up this super-sized atlas and prepare to be immersed in the beauty of our natural world!
Season of the Witch
Sea Lions in the Parking Lot
A Story of Coral Bleaching
Animals On The Move In A Time Of Pandemic
Collected Film Poetry

Hats of Faith is a simple and striking introduction to the shared custom of religious head coverings. With bright images and a carefully researched interfaith text, this thoughtful book
inspires understanding and celebrates our culturally diverse modern world.
This title belongs to the highly acclaimed Beginner Book series developed by Dr. Seuss, in which the essential ingredients of rhyme, rhythm and repetition are combined with zany
artwork and off-the-wall humour to create a range of books that will encourage even the most reluctant child to learn to read. Originally published under the pseudonym of Rosetta
Stone, Because A Little Bug Went Ka-Choo is being relaunched with a stylish new cover design which reveals, for the first time, the true identity of the author - Dr. Seuss himself
Shares a variety of facts about monkeys from the smallest pygmy marmoset to the largest mandrill.
Dive into the world of business with this lively introduction, whether you want to be an entrepreneur or a smarter consumer. With bright, infographic pictures, it describes how to
start your own business, manage your money and beat the competition and explains global supply chains and interest rates. Includes links to websites to find out more.
Understanding Our World and Its Ecosystems
The Beetle Book
A Spellbinding History of Witches and Other Magical Folk
The Battle of the Beetles 3: Battle of the Beetles
A Library Book for Bear
Featuring beautiful images and a lyrical text with an exquisitely readable cadence, this book gives life and meaning to all the requisite elements of a
treehouse, from time, timber, and rafters to ropes of twisted twine that invite visitors to sprawl out on a limb and slide back down again. For anyone
who's ever wanted to escape real life and live in a nostalgic dream come true, this poignant picture book captures the universal timelessness of
treehouses and celebrates all the creativity and adventure they spark.
Did you know that wrestlers have feelings? Knights do too. Even superheroes feel sad sometimes. In fact everyone has feelings, even dads who love
their children!
Get whisked away into the history of some of the most controversial women in history: witches. Tracing as far back as the Stone Age, witches have
fascinated us for centuries. But were they evil sorceresses determined to seek revenge, or suppressed feminists who were misunderstood? From
Egyptian priestesses to Norse healers, take a closer look at witches throughout history and across the world, in this holistic non-fiction book that
incorporates poetry, art, mythology, hexes, potions, and magic from different cultures and religions around the world.
If you are silly about squid or just daft for amazing animals of the deep, dive in for a fact-packed illustrated journey into the ocean. If you are silly
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about squid or just daft for amazing animals of the deep, dive in for a fact-packed illustrated journey into the ocean. Did you know that an octopus
has three hearts and a doughnut-shaped brain? You'll discover that these incredible creatures are super-smart and have great survival skills.From the
truly terrifying giant Pacific octopus to the inventive common octopus, find out where members of this eight-armed family live, what they eat and how
we can protect them.
Bonkers about Beetles
A Guide to Stag Beetles of Australia
Morris Wants More . . . for Christmas
A Visual Compendium of Wonders from Nature - Jacket unfolds into a huge wall poster!
50 Reasons to Love Endangered Animals
The 2022 edition of the most engaging activities from Highlights has 304 pages jam-packed with hundreds of brand-new puzzles, activities, jokes, crafts, quizzes, recipes, facts,
and more for kids to enjoy all year long. Get ready for a year of fun in 2022 with favorite Highlights puzzles and activities that celebrate traditional and wacky holidays, historical
anniversaries, world events, and everything in between. Kids can puzzle their way through each month while learning lots of interesting facts and documenting their own
occasions!
All that glitters may not be gold and certainly should not be touched, as the three boys find out when they see something strange at a construction site. While deciding their best
course of action, they tell each other stories about strange toys, a mysterious glass bottle, and a dragon. By the time they are finished they are scared, but they know just what
they should do. The Far North, Germany, and Italy are featured this time.
What lies beyond the Red Wall? Mouse's friends don't know - but that doesn't stop them feeling scared. Can Mouse find the courage to travel into the unknown, where a world of
freedom and possibility awaits? From Global Illustration Excellence Award winner Britta Teckentrup comes a simple and beautiful tale about facing our fears, welcoming change
and discovering freedom - perfect for even the youngest children. Look out for more books from Britta Teckentrup: The Memory Tree My Hand in Your Hand Never Take a Bear to
School
The true story about Laika, the first-ever dog launched into orbit, imaginatively retold with its own very special happy ending in this stylishly rendered picture book.
Flowers
The Very Clumsy Click Beetle
The Book of Beetles
Smart about Sharks
Mad about Monkeys

Going to bed is a great adventure for one little boy in this charming tale. It might seem like he's putting his toys away, brushing his teeth and climbing into bed, but actually he's riding through a
hallway forest, jumping over bathroom crocodiles and climbing a castle wall - no wonder he is exhausted.
; "The Shadow of Hiroshima"; "Prometheus"; "Metamorpheus"; "Crossings".
Introduces beetles, including their different parts, their life cycles, what they eat, and what makes them special in the insect world.
Discover new and fascinating facts about the wonderful ocean species called sharks!
Everything You Need for a Treehouse
Beetle Boy: The Beetle Collector's Handbook
Blue Planet
The Wondrous Workings of Planet Earth
Business for Beginners

Discover 50 reasons to love lots of animals in this lovable, gifty anthology!
Most Australian stag beetles live secretive lives, spending the majority of their life cycle inside decaying timber or under logs sunken in the soil. Yet these active recyclers of the forest are
admired by beetle-loving people worldwide. Their aesthetic appeal and the rarity of some species make them of great value to collectors: the beetles in the subfamily Lampriminae are
splendidly colourful, while others show an amazing variety in male mandible size and structure. A Guide to Stag Beetles of Australia is a comprehensive account of the 95 lucanid species
found in Australia. This book reveals their diversity and beauty, looks in detail at their morphology, habitats and ecology, and explains how to collect, keep and preserve them. Natural history
enthusiasts and professional and amateur coleopterists alike will benefit from the use of this guide. The book features some stunning images from entomologist and photographer Paul
Zborowski. Paul has over 40 years' experience of field-based study of insects and related creatures in habitats all over the world.
A visual feast packed with facts about plant life and anatomy for the young gardener in your life. A Eureka! Nonfiction Honoree Beloved by educators, nonfiction superstar Gail Gibbons has
covered seeds, farming, vegetables, and fruits for children--and now it's time for flowers. This lushly illustrated nonfiction introduction to the basics and life cycle of flowers--including
common regional species, flowers' habitable range, basic flower care and cultivation, and flower anatomy and pollination--is clearly and stunningly presented with diagrams and labels for
young readers. A book tailor-made for introducing youngsters to early science concepts, whether at home or in the classroom. After reading Flowers, kids will have a new appreciation for the
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natural world.
Illustrations and rhyming text reveal the great variety of beetles and their swirling, humming, crashing activities.
What Insects Do, and Why
Lola Loves Animals
Don't Touch That!
Curious about Crocodiles
Knight Night

What would happen if people all around the world stayed inside, away from animals' habitats? Twelve fascinating real-life stories of
creatures around the globe who reclaimed their habitat during the COVID-19 quarantine show animal lovers and aspiring citizen scientists how
to help wildlife by fighting habitat loss. A Junior Library Guild selection. With the skies, roads, and waterways clear and quiet during the
COVID-19 pandemic, the natural world seemed to return to an earlier, wilder state. Animals crossed boundaries that people had set over
centuries, reclaiming ancient habitats. From sea lions who clambered into a parking lot in Argentina to deer who wandered in a Japanese
subway to lions lounging in the middle of South African roads to kangaroos who bounced through a shopping district in Australia, this
thoroughly researched, stunningly illustrated book tells the stories of these newly footloose creatures -- and describes what the COVID-19
"pause" taught scientists about how ecosystems and wildlife can rebound if the right environmental conditions are achieved.
View more details of this book at www.walkerbooks.com.au
Shares information on different types of cats, including lions, jaguars, and tigers
An anarchic Christmas book about one wicked, greedy boy who discovers that sometimes, you'll get exactly what you ask for!
Crazy about Cats
A Year of Puzzles, Fun Facts, Jokes, Crafts, Games, and More!
Fanatical about Frogs
Laika the Astronaut
A Beetle Is Shy
More than one fifth of all known life forms on this planet are beetles. They are extraordinarily visually diverse: renowned British geneticist JBS Haldane, when asked what could be inferred about God from a
study of His works, replied, An inordinate fondness for beetles. The Book of Beetles uncovers 600 significant examples, selected as part of a genome program. They are shown in glorious photographs, life size
and in detail, alongside an engraving offering a side or open-winged view. Each profile includes a population distribution map, a table of essential information, and a commentary revealing notable
characteristics, related species, and a diagnosis of the specimens importance in terms of taxonomy, rarity, behaviour, and scientific significance. Arranged taxonomically, this essential reference reveals the
variety and importance of beetles for the first time.
The beetle adventure continues as Darkus and his friends seek wicked Lucretia Cutter's secret Biome in the Amazon rainforest. If they can't stop her from unleashing her hoard of giant Frankenstein beetles, the
planet will never be the same again ...
Every creature in the ocean—from the tiny snail to the enormous blue whale—depends on water for survival. This engaging book introduces children to the animals that live in the world’s oceans, rivers, lakes, and
ponds. It also presents fascinating facts about the water cycle, different modes of transportation in water, and how water is prepared for drinking.
Hats of Faith
Because a Little Bug Went Ka-choo!
Beetle Bop
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